
London, United Kingdom, 18 June 2013:  Southall  Travel,  the UK based tour and travel 
operator, has recently launched and advertised on its website a range of special deals for 
holiday packages to India. New Delhi is among Southall  Travel’s top selling destination in 
India and the agency has launched a highly  lucrative  holiday package price of £849 that 
includes return flights and 3 nights stay at the lavish Taj Palace Hotel. 

Those keen on taking a longer trip to explore the culturally affluent city can take the 
advantage of the longer duration holiday packages at the property which are priced even 
more competitively. The agency is offering a 5 nights stay at just £1035 and a longer stint of 
7-nights at only £1219. 

The prices are inclusive of all taxes and charges, and the special rates are valid for the period 
between 1st July and 30th September.

Delhi is hugely popular with keen vacationers. The India capital is known worldwide for its 
marvellous  cluster  of  historical  and  cultural  emblems.  The  holiday  deal  is  targeted  at 
holidaymakers who long for a luxurious stint in Delhi but are hesitant of investing a fortune for 
their holidays in India.

According to a spokesperson at Southall Travel, “Our deal for Taj Palace Hotel is likely to 
tempt leisure and business vacationers. We are giving our patrons the opportunity to explore 
the capital of India at its comfortable best with excellent set of services at highly affordable 
prices.”

The deal is subject to availability. For more terms and conditions, and other holiday deals, 
travellers can visit Southall Travel’s official website, www.southalltravel.co.uk.

About Taj Palace Hotel
Taj Palace Hotel New Delhi is a beautiful property that’s located in the central part of the city. 
It  is  one of  the most  luxurious hotels  in  Delhi  and  is  few kilometres  from Indira  Gandhi 
International Airport as well as the most of the embassies in the Indian capital. Taj Palace 
Hotel is renowned for its world-class service and hospitality, and has played host to some of 
the biggest names across the world.

Note to the Editors
Southall Travel, one of the renowned travel operators in the UK, deals in assorted range of 
travel  products.  The company maintains a large inventory of  air  travel  fares and vacation 
packages. It handles budget holidays, luxury trips, honeymoons, last-minute tours, round the 
world flights, etc. Southall Travel has a competent team of professionals that works 24/7 to 
provide personal assistance to customers and guides them to find best available deals in the 
market. Southall Travel’s website offers safe and easy online booking experience to patrons. 

http://www.southalltravel.co.uk/

